Highlights d A single physical theory accounts for pollen cell wall pattern diversity d Pollen patterns form by primexine phase separation coupled to membrane undulations d This process reaches equilibrium in some taxa; most patterns form in kinetic arrest d Arrested patterns evolve more rapidly than equilibrated patterns
In Brief A biophysical model explains the nonequilibrium phase-separation properties in polysaccharides that form distinct, characteristic patterns on the surface of pollen grains across the diversity of plants.
INTRODUCTION
The geometric diversity of pollen grain surface patterns has intrigued scientists for decades. The developmental processes of these cell walls are nearly identical between taxa, and selfassembly may be a mechanism for pattern formation (Hemsley and Gabarayeva, 2007; Gabarayeva and Grigorjeva, 2016) ; however, no unifying physical theory has emerged to explain the mechanism underlying the diversity of regular patterns (Figures 1 and 2) . The outermost layer of pollen cell walls, or exine, serves as a robust physical and chemical barrier providing protection for genetic material: it is robust to desiccation and rehydration while allowing for pollen tube emergence through apertures, i.e., thin regions of the exine (Katifori et al., 2010) , and may also have a mechanical role in stigma-pollen recognition (Zinkl et al., 1999) . It is not known whether these diverse surface structures have diverse functions, although some studies have found a correlation between pollination syndrome and exine pattern (Sannier et al., 2009 ), and others have found a general trend of increasing aperture number in angiosperms (Furness and Rudall, 2004) . Pollen is also intriguing as a material system for understanding the controlled, repeatable, bottom-up formation of intricate micro-scale patterns. So a natural question is: how do pollen grains create patterns that are so diverse between species yet replicable within species? Relatedly, has there been evolutionary selection for different cell wall geometries or are these patterns the result of evolutionary drift of a separate biochemical process? In this work, we provide a unified biophysical framework for understanding pollen wall pattern formation, supported by the strong similarity of the cellular processes underlying the different patterns in different species. We also show evidence that pollen with inexact patterns evolve more frequently than those with fully symmetric patterns.
Pollen cell development begins with meiosis of the pollen mother cell (reviewed in Blackmore et al., 2007; Ariizumi and Toriyama, 2011; Scott, 1994) . The mother cell wall does not fully divide after either meiotic division, leaving the resulting tetrad of haploid pollen cells individually, mechanically confined within a specialized cell wall called the callose wall. The callose wall has an unusual composition of b-1,3 glucan, providing an experimental strategy for its selective degradation to access the developing pollen grains (Nishikawa et al., 2005) . The enclosed, developing pollen cells secrete a material called the primexine to the cell surface; due to the presence of the callose wall, the primexine accumulates while appressed and mechanically coupled to a daughter cell's plasma membrane. Primexine has been described to be a polysaccharide material (Heslop-Harrison, 1968 ), but we are unaware of a previous direct measurement of its composition. Recent genetic studies also find that mutating cell wall synthesis genes disrupts pattern formation, supporting a picture in which the primexine contributes to patterning (Li et al., 2017; Paxson-Sowders et al., 2001; Ariizumi et al., 2004 Ariizumi et al., , 2005 Ariizumi et al., , 2008 Guan et al., 2008) . As the primexine material accumulates and matures in the extracellular space, the underlying cell membrane begins to undulate.
The wavelength of the mature global pattern is correlated with the wavelength of the membrane undulations that appear during development within the callose wall (Table S1 ). After the formation of these undulations in each cell of the tetrad, the callose wall undergoes enzymatic degradation. Then, sporopollenin, a polymer so robust that its composition is not fully characterized, is secreted by adjacent tapetal cells and accumulates on the newly exposed pollen cell surface (Figure 1) . Therefore, the properties of the sporopollenin polymer itself are unlikely to contribute significantly to the global, large-scale features of pollen patterns because these global features emerge inside the intact callose wall. The result of this same cellular process carried out across spermatophytes is an enormous variety of evolved patterns. To make this complexity accessible to physical modeling, we define the ''global pattern'' of a given species to be the largest amplitude, periodic features of the exine, which are generally of a length scale of one mm or longer, which is also around the minimum radius of membrane curvature observed experimentally.
The global patterning process therefore occurs in the extracellular space, a region generally without motor proteins or active metabolism. In the case of developing pollen cells, this milieu is also narrowly contained between the membrane and the callose wall. It is reasonable then to treat pattern formation within the primexine as a process that is passively moving closer to chemical equilibrium rather than a process kept from equilibrium by metabolic energy consumption, as occurs within the cytoplasm. In general, mixtures of polysaccharides like those that compose the Pairs of images illustrate examples of equilibrium pollen grain global surface features reproduced with our simulations. These selected pairs illustrate the range of patterns we found at equilibrium (polygonal spikes, polygonal holes, and chiral stripes). The left image in each pair shows the SEM of a given species; the right image in each pair shows the matching simulated surface. The species represented are listed. All SEM micrographs are from http://paldat.org; all equilibrium simulations used ðR 2 t=KÞ = À 1. First column: Alisma lanceolatum (Halbritter and Svojtka, 2016a) ; Alisma plantago-aquatica (Halbritter, 2016c) ; Caldesia parnassifolia (Halbritter, 2016d) ; Echinodorus cordifolius (Halbritter and Weis, 2017b) ; Echinodorus quadricostatus (Halbritter, 2005) ; Diascia barberae (Halbritter, 2016g) ; and Utricularia sandersonii (Halbritter and Buchner, 2016g) . Second column: Iris bucharica (Halbritter, 2016m) ; Berberis vulgaris (Oberschneider, 2016) ; Sarcococca hookeriana (Halbritter and Buchner, 2016f) ; Phyllanthus sp. (Halbritter, 2017b) ; Ibicella lutea (Halbritter, 2016l) ; and Sarracenia flava (Halbritter and Buchner, 2016e) . Third column: Ipomoea cholulensis (Halbritter and Buchner, 2016c) ; Persicaria mitis (Halbritter, 2016o) ; Cerastium tomentosum (Halbritter, 2016e) ; Bougainvillea sp. (Halbritter, 2017a) ; Galium wirtgenii (Halbritter, 2016i) ; and Galium album (Halbritter and Svojtka, 2016b) . Fourth column: Pfaffia gnaphaloides (Halbritter, 2010) ; Gomphrena globosa (Halbritter, 2016j) ; Pfaffia tuberosa (Halbritter, 2016p) ; Amaranthus blitum (Halbritter, 2015a) ; Chenopodium album (Diethart, 2016) ; Primula veris (Halbritter, 2016s) ; Primula elatior (Halbritter, 2016r) ; and Arnebia pulchra (Halbritter and Buchner, 2016a) . Fifth column: Phlox drummondii (Halbritter, 2016q) ; Polemonium pauciflorum (Halbritter, 2015b) ; Gaillardia aristata (Halbritter, 2016h) ; Bidens pilosa (Halbritter and Buchner, 2016a) ; Chondrilla juncea (Halbritter, 2016f) ; Iva xanthiifolia (Halbritter, 2012) ; and Kallstroemia maxima (Halbritter and Weis, 2015b) . The species represented, the free energy parameters producing the matching simulated surface ðl 0 ; uÞ, and the percent differences of the match are listed in Table 1 . All scale bars are 10 mm. (Diethart, 2016; Oberschneider, 2016). primexine are not stable and tend to phase separate into their separate components (Tolstoguzov, 2006; Agoda-Tandjawa et al., 2012; Domozych et al., 2014; MacDougall et al., 1997) . A phase separation is the process by which an initially mixed system equilibrates into two or more distinct materials; the separation of cream from milk is a familiar example. A phase-separation process is by definition complete at equilibrium or the minimum free energy state. As a phase-separation process approaches equilibrium, the presence of an elastic boundary and spatial confinement, like the cell membrane and callose wall in the case of pollen development, can introduce regular spatial structure to the two resulting, separated phases (Leibler and Andelman, 1987) . The resulting geometrically structured, phase-separated state is termed a ''spatially modulated phase.''
We observed the development of pollen cell wall patterns to proceed as a phase separation of extracellular polysaccharides confined between the cell membrane and callose wall. Therefore, we used the Landau-Ginzburg framework, a set of concepts originally devised to describe the free energy of electronic structure in superconductors, to model this biological process as a physical phase separation. In this work, we modeled the free energy of a concentration field of a phase-separating material when it is confined to a spherical shell, simultaneously accommodating the energy required for the correlated deformation of an underlying cell membrane. We explored how this system would be patterned at equilibrium given different physicochemical properties of the extracellular material via a parameter sweep of the model at free energy minima. In this manner, we found near-exact matches to about 10% of described natural pollen species. To understand how this process behaves prior to reaching a global minimum in free energy, we also formulated a version of this free energy that models the spatial structure of the polysaccharide material as it relaxes toward equilibrium. This model generated a range of foam-like patterns that differed in average pattern wavelength. Strikingly, these patterns were close matches to the remaining 90% of pollen observed in nature, suggesting that the majority of natural patterns form via kinetic arrest of phase-separating extracellular material. We found that, throughout angiosperm evolution, these arrested, asymmetric patterns have emerged from the symmetric patterns that occur at equilibrium at a higher rate than the reverse process.
Figure 2. Pollen Patterns Generated by Theory at Kinetic Arrest
Illustrated examples of kinetically arrested pollen grain global surface features reproduced with our simulations. The right-most image in each row shows the simulated surface of a foam pattern that matches the four SEMs to the left in each row. The average wavelength of the images and simulations increases from top to bottom down the column, up to values of around 15 mm. All SEM micrographs are from http://paldat.org. All simulations use conserved dynamics according to Equation 7 with D = K = 1; u 3 = À 40; u 4 = 120, and a sphere radius of R = 15. We used a Gaussian, random initial value of jðq; fÞ centered around 0 and with a variance of 0.04 and time-evolved the field until time t = 2. First row: Aristolochia clematitis (Hesse et al., 2016) ;Eriosyce aerocarpa (Halbritter and Buchner, 2016b) ; Eranthis hyemalis (Halbritter and Oberschneider, 2016) ; Edraianthus graminifolius (Halbritter and Weis, 2016b) ; and simulation with q 0 = 1:5; t = 20. Second row: Hohenbergia brachycephala (Halbritter, 2016k) ; Agave wislizeni (Halbritter, 2016b) ; Aechmea altocaririensis (Halbritter, 2016a) ; Passiflora violacea (Halbritter and Buchner, 2016d) ; and simulation with q 0 = 2; t = À 20. Third row: Delonix regia (Halbritter and Weis, 2016a) ; Bituminaria bituminosa (Halbritter and Weis, 2015a) ; Peltophorum pterocarpum (Halbritter and Weis, 2016c) ; Paradisea liliastrum (Halbritter, 2016n) ; and simulation with q 0 = 0:5; t = À 20. All scale bars are 10 mm.
RESULTS

Primexine Development Proceeds by Phase Separation
To examine whether there is evidence for modulated phases in vivo, we studied Passiflora incarnata, because it is a prolifically flowering vine and all pollen developmental stages are continuously accessible. Based on our transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observations, we divided pollen cell wall development into six stages. The first stage begins after meiosis but before primexine secretion. In this stage, the cell membrane did not undulate, there was little or no extracellular material present, and the cell surface was smooth over length scales of about 1 mm (Figure 3 , col. 1). The second stage begins when primexine material appears on the cell surface ( Figure 3 , col. 2, arrowhead). In this stage, the primexine has uniform electron density in TEM and appears dough-like in SEM, and the cell membrane underneath it becomes more irregular, apparently in response to the presence of the primexine (Figure 3 , col. 2). In the third stage, the primexine becomes heterogeneous in electron density as shown in TEM, with SEM showing aggregation of the initially uniform surface material into regions of $0.5 mm in diameter (Figure 3 , col. 3). In the fourth stage, the primexine becomes yet more heteroge-neous and the cell membrane began to undulate. The SEM at this stage shows primexine separated into irregularly shaped pools of high and low average density, with regions of positive membrane curvature separating the high-density pools (Figure 3 , col. 4).
In the fifth stage, the separation of primexine reaches its full developmental extent, with the two primexine densities nearcompletely separated and more geometrically regular. In TEM, well-defined pools of electron-dense material (i.e., the condensed phase) were located on regions of membrane buckled toward the cell interior. These dense pools were surrounded by a less electron-dense material (i.e., dilute phase). This sparser material was associated with regions of membrane buckled outward and is visible in both SEM and TEM (Figure 3 , col. 5). The emergence of two spatially separated, demixed densities from the initially uniform primexine material during cell maturation is strong evidence that we are observing a phase-separation process. The regular spatial distribution of these two materials in the most mature stage indicates that this phase separation is also a spatially modulated phase.
After the appearance of the spatially modulated phase, and while the callose wall dissolved, probacula (sites of sporopollenin accumulation) began forming between dense regions of 
incarnata Pollen Development
We define five developmental steps of pattern formation occurring after meiosis and prior to callose wall dissolution; the sixth step represents mature pollen. Development proceeds left to right. The first row contains a schematic representation of each step. The second row shows TEM images, the third row shows SEM images with the callose wall enzymatically removed, and the fourth row shows SEM images where the callose wall was mechanically opened, but not enzymatically removed. In general, the surface of developing pollen is similar whether the callose wall was removed enzymatically or mechanically. Arrowheads in columns 2 and 3 indicate the location of the primexine on the cell membrane surface. Arrowheads in columns 4 and 5 indicate the location of dense primexine that causes the cell membrane to locally curve. The circle in column 5 highlights initial formation of probacula or sites of sporopollenin deposition. All scale bars represent 10 mm, unless otherwise indicated. See also Figures S1 and S2 and Tables S2 and S3. primexine material and in contact with regions of positive membrane curvature. Therefore, the spatially modulated phase of primexine forms a template for the deposition of sporopollenin, forming the exine (Figure 3 , col. 5, circled). The final, sixth stage we define is the mature pollen grain with the exine completely deposited onto the primexine template ( Figure 3 , col. 6). Although the cytoskeleton is visible in regions of our TEM images, there was no apparent spatial correlation between the location or organization of cytoskeletal elements and the development of membrane undulations or to the final observed pollen pattern. In total, our observations of primexine structure in electron microscopy show a process in which a polysaccharide contained in the space between the cell membrane and the cell wall demixes over a developmental period of a few days, leading to a spatially modulated phase separation. This process is followed by deposition of sporopollenin on the global features formed from the spatial modulation, either before or after complete equilibration of the phase separation. Additionally, our investigation of the primexine composition showed a complex mixture of branched and unbranched polysaccharides that will tend toward demixing and phase separation (Figures S1 and S2; Tables S2 and S3).
A Model of Primexine as a Spatially Modulated Phase on a Sphere
To test the hypothesis that spatially modulated phases at equilibrium are generally responsible for pollen patterns, we developed a physical model that considers this developmental process as a phase separation of primexine occurring within a thin, elastic, spherical compartment between the cell membrane and callose wall. This model is a statement of the coarsegrained, phenomenological free energy of the primexine material and cell membrane. It simultaneously accounts for a tendency of the primexine to phase separate into two distinct phases (into more and less branched polysaccharide compositions, for example) and for a mechanical coupling of the primexine to the elastic plasma membrane. Advantageously, this approach is insensitive to the molecular details of the primexine of any given species, allowing us to access the behavior of a wide range of unknown biochemical mixtures by modifying the values of the very general parameters. A version of this phenomenological free energy was previously proposed as a model of pollen patterns in a study of the system's time-independent properties and the effects of thermal fluctuations on a few specific patterns (Lavrentovich et al., 2016) . The theory presented here is able to comprehensively characterize the full space of patterns possible through this biological mechanism and therefore allows us to explore the theory's biological and evolutionary ramifications.
We then performed a comprehensive parameter sweep and numerical minimization of the function to find the range of patterns that form at equilibrium (STAR Methods). We calculated the phase space described by the model parameters u and l 0 , which is one plane of a larger dimensional space (STAR Methods; Figure 4 ). The parameter l 0 describes the approximate number of times a pattern unit (such as a stripe) wraps around the pollen circumference. The parameter u is a dimensionless combination of physiochemical properties that roughly characterizes the tendency of the chemical system to form polyhedral arrangements of spikes or holes ðju j R1Þ, as opposed to stripes ðju j ( 1Þ, consistent with previous explorations of this patterning phenomenon on a plane (Leibler and Andelman, 1987) . This exploration revealed a rich pattern space. Many of the resulting patterns are remarkably pollen-like and could typically be categorized into one of three general symmetric types: regular and modified polyhedral spikes; their inverses (duals), in which the spikes become holes; and chiral stripes (Figure 4) . When a given equilibrium pattern was more complicated than a polyhedron or chiral stripes, the pattern incorporates a mixture of a polyhedron and stripes (gradient colors in Figure 4 ).
The nature of the continuity between patterns within this phase space is interesting, because the presence or absence of abrupt 6). Each calculated point is color coded according to the geometry of the minimum energy state found at that point in the space. Chiral stripe geometry is found at equilibrium when l 0 is a half-integer and juj ( 1. The rest of the space contains polyhedral spike patterns and their inverses. The boundaries between distinct pattern geometries are indicated by black lines. For example, there is a boundary line between l 0 = 3:5 and l 0 = 3:6 from u = 0:1 to u = 1:0, across which we observe a discontinuous change in the pattern formed at equilibrium. In contrast, in other regions of the diagram, such as between l 0 = 4:5 and l 0 = 5:5 for u = 1:0, there is a gradual transition in geometry from one minimum energy state to the next without a distinct boundary line. The legend shows the geometric patterns that correspond to a given color in the phase space. Overlapping dots represent degenerate states. Dots with a gradient of two colors represent intermediate states that are mixtures between two states. Colored shading represents large regions of the space with a single symmetrical pattern.
shifts of the minimum energy configuration given small tunings in the underlying parameters could have implications for the tempo and mode of pattern evolution in the biological system. Discontinuous boundaries (solid lines in Figure 4 ) between pattern types would imply that very different patterns can evolve rapidly and in closely related taxa, and continuous boundaries would suggest that shifts in pattern would be gradual and infrequent in evolution. We also observed local minima (states that are locally stable, but not most favored) for one set of parameters could be the same pattern as the equilibrium state for a separate parameter set (a phenomenon called ''coexistence'').
The occurrence and complexity of the observed equilibrium patterns on a sphere are very different from the pattern phenomenology of the same spatially modulated phase transitions confined to a planar geometry, in which case just three stable patterns (uniform stripes, everted hexagons, or inverted hexagons) are observed, independent of the pattern wavelength. The rich pattern space on a sphere makes intuitive sense because none of the three planar patterns can fully wrap the sphere without introducing defects and the many options for accommodating these geometric defects on a sphere yield more possibilities for producing minima in the free energy.
Primexine Separation May Arrest before Equilibrium, Leading to Foam-like Patterns
There is no reason to assume that, during development, biological pollen always, or even frequently, reach the equilibrium states described above. It is possible that mature pollen walls result from phase-separation processes that kinetically arrest prior to equilibrium. The term ''kinetic arrest'' describes an organization of material that may be very energetically far from the true free energy minimum of the system, but additional maturation of the system is very unlikely for specific chemical reasons. As a speculative example in the specific case of pollen, the otherwise energetically ''downhill'' migration and aggregation of large primexine components, such as cellulose fibrils, could be mechanically blocked by earlier forming aggregates of smaller components, such as gelled pectin, leading to kinetic arrest. We also speculate that a kinetic arrest of phase separation could occur when the stiff sporopollenin polymer secreted by adjacent cells accretes near the primexine, locking the primexine components in place prior to equilibrium. The numerical methods described above to locate equilibrium patterns necessarily lose information about the trajectory by which the system reaches a given pattern.
Therefore, we developed a second, related model to account for the possibility that pollen surface patterns result from a kinetic arrest of primexine separation. Because we did not observe additional deposition of material on the cell surface after changes in density commenced, we estimate that the total amounts of the condensed and dilute materials within the extracellular space are fairly constant. A physical consequence of this is that we may use a model of ''conserved dynamics,'' i.e., a dynamics that mathematically time-evolves toward minima of the free energy on a sphere but in a manner that respects the conserved fraction of condensed and dilute materials (see STAR Methods). Given that, in most species, pollen cells develop over a time period of a few days, snapshots of this system over simulated time allow us to estimate general trends in the spatial structure of the primexine phase separation during developmental time.
We started with the free energy of an unpatterned sphere and time-evolved this conserved dynamics model to minimize the free energy of the system, thereby coarsening the pattern. As this system matured in time from a smooth sphere, the free energy of the primexine decreased by first forming a shortwavelength foam. That foam then coarsened to increasingly long wavelengths ( Figure 2 ). In this model, foamy patterns like those found on pollen occurred in a region of parameter space with a small term that favors a particular characteristic wavelength, affecting only a weak energetic preference for pattern symmetry. All the patterns we report using conserved dynamics occurred at a point with a non-zero time derivative of the concentration field such that they cannot be at equilibrium.
At longer time steps of this simulation, the coarse foams begin to resemble the large-wavelength patterns we observed at equilibrium (Figure 2 , bottom). It is possible to imagine these structures eventually coalesce into the symmetric longwavelength states observed at equilibrium; however, this model performs poorly at locating equilibria. These observations are consistent with observations of the same process on a planar geometry, which also generates foams (Guttenberg et al., 2010) .
In these conserved dynamics simulations, the geometry of foams that form from a given set of parameters are very similar, but not identical, given slight differences in the initial material configuration or maturation time. Therefore, in species in which a mature pollen pattern results from a kinetic arrest of a phaseseparation process, our model predicts that we should expect a range of highly self-similar, but not geometrically identical, foam-like structures in the exine. In contrast, patterns formed at equilibrium should make pollen cells that are exact copies of each other. These predictions about pattern replicability are corroborated by viewing SEM fields of pollen of different pattern types. A field of the foam-like pollen grains from Passiflora shows similar, but not identical, individual pollen grains (Figure 3 , col. 6), and a field of the geometrically regular Echinodorus are exact copies both of each other and of a pattern that arises from the theory at equilibrium (Figure 1 , col. 1).
Kinetically Arrested States Are More Likely to Evolve Than Equilibrated States Strikingly, we found high-fidelity matches to all known natural global pollen patterns given a parameter set in one of these two versions of our phase-separation model. We examined the 2,641 plant species representing 205 families with monad-type pollen in the database PalDat (see Key Resources Table for full list of database citations) and found a geometric match from one of our two free-energy statements to all of these pollen patterns; for context, PalDat presently documents about 44% of extant spermatophyte families. Our theory also likely accounts for the patterns of 220 species of non-monad types documented there, albeit more indirectly, because these forms are not strictly spherical in geometry. We also thoroughly searched the literature for further evidence of the membrane undulations during pollen development that we observed in Passiflora and which are required by the theory we utilize in order to reach a spatially modulated phase. Nearly all the families in which pollen development is documented with electron microscopy showed evidence of membrane undulations within the callose wall at the wavelength of the mature pattern (Table S1 ). We also observed that species that are featureless, smooth spheres on length scales less than 1 mm do not exhibit membrane undulations during development (Gabarayeva, 1995) . These smooth spheres could be formed due to an early kinetic arrest prior to any phase separation or simply are an unpatterned state at equilibrium corresponding to the third, unexplored axis of the model (see STAR Methods). There are a few echinate species that lack membrane undulations during development; instead, spiky pattern elements demonstrably arise from the deposition of a waxy material (tapetum) from supporting cells after callose wall dissolution (Weber et al., 1998) .
We found that 27 of these 205 families contain species with symmetric pollen patterns that are consistent with an equilibrium state of the theory (Figures 5 and S3 ). We checked goodness of fit between these natural patterns and the model with the percent difference between the major feature wavelengths (Table 1) . On average, the model fit natural patterns with spikes ðu > 0Þ best, with an average wavelength difference of 4.6%, followed by those with holes (14%) and then stripes (30%). These differences, in particular for striped patterns, are likely because our theory only considers the energy associated with molecular concentration and not the energy required to accommodate a specific molecular structure (see STAR Methods for details). Only seven of those 27 families are composed solely of species consistent with equilibrium states; each of the other 20 families contained some species with patterns at equilibrium and other species with patterns not at equilibrium. The remaining 178 families consist of species exhibiting only non-equilibrated patterns. Patterns not at equilibrium are all either foams resulting from kinetic arrest (Figure 2 , rows 2 and 3) or smooth (due to early kinetic arrest or an unpatterned equilibrium state; Figure 2 , row 1).
With respect to evolutionary diversity, we also observed that equilibrium patterns occur throughout spermatophytes, in gymnosperms, monocots, and eudicots. Notably, equilibrium patterns were absent from the magnoliids and five other basal families with intermediate branch order between gymnosperms and angiosperms. In gymnosperms, only Welwitschiaceae and Ephedraceae had species with equilibrium pattern states. In monocots, Araceae and Iridaceae contained some species with equilibrium patterns, and all species in the family Alismataceae exhibited equilibrium patterns. The rest of the families with some species in equilibrium states were found in eudicots.
There was no obvious phylogenetic structure to the various types of equilibrium pattern elements we identified. Species with patterns composed of only stripes (u $ 0; Figures 1 and 3) were found in Welwitschiaceae, Araceae, Ephedraceae, Rubiaceae, Boraginaceae, Scrophulariaceae, Sarraceniaceae, Primulaceae, Lentibulariaceae, Polygalaceae, Acanthaceae, and Berberidaceae; patterns of only polyhedral spikes (u > 0; Figures 1  and 3) were found in Araceae, Iridaceae, Asteraceae, Zygophyllaceae, Amaranthaceae, Cucurbitaceae, Alismataceae, Cactaceae, Convolvulaceae, Caryophyllaceae, Buxaceae, Polemoniaceae, Martyniaceae, and Euphorbiaceae; and patterns of only polyhedral holes (u < 0; Figures 1 and 3) were found in Polemo-niaceae, Buxaceae, Polygonaceae, Convolvulaceae, Nyctaginaceae, and Zygophyllaceae. At equilibrium, it is also possible for a given species to have pattern elements of both spikes and holes, which is associated with the polyhedral arrangement of holes (typically apertures) tiled into a larger pattern of exine spikes, e.g., in Polygonaceae, Amaranthaceae, and Convolvulaceae. We did not find in the biological system a blending of spike and stripe elements, as is allowed at equilibrium in the theory, as described above.
The formation of geometric patterns via an equilibrated spatially modulated phase provides a physical mechanism by which exact copies of a pattern can be generated with perfect fidelity every time. Therefore, we initially hypothesized that, if the geometric details of different pollen patterns served different ecophysiological functions, evolution would select for patterns that reach equilibrium during development, as these are more developmentally predictable, ordered, and replicable states. We tested this hypothesis using two models of ancestral state reconstruction: a two-state equilibrium model and a three-state wavelength model. In the two-state equilibrium model, we binned our four identified pattern categories of wavelength and equilibrium (STAR Methods) into two evolutionary states, A and B, such that state A is all patterns at equilibrium and state B is all patterns not at equilibrium ( Figure 5, bottom panel) . The log-likelihood ratio of the two-state equilibrium model compared to the null model (where both rates are equal) was 5.21, so with one degree of freedom, the p value was between 0.01 and 0.05 (Table S4 ). We therefore reject the null model and find that the rate of evolutionary transition from equilibrium to non-equilibrium patterns is $20-fold greater than the reverse rate (Table 2 ; qAB = 94.0; qBA = 4.48). We also found that the state at the root of spermatophytes had equal probability of being at an equilibrium or non-equilibrium state.
We then reasoned that perhaps average feature size or developmental time, but not detailed symmetry, of patterns may be subject to natural selection. So, we tested a three-state wavelength model by re-sorting categories (1)-(4) so that state C represented all patterns with wavelengths greater than 3 mm, state D represented patterns with wavelengths between 1 and 3 mm, and state E represented patterns with wavelengths less than 1 mm (see STAR Methods; Figure 5 , bottom panel). We chose these categories because wavelengths less than 1 mm are unpatterned by the mechanism we describe (little or no phase separation during development or at an unpatterned equilibrium state; Figure 2 , row 1); patterns with average wavelengths between 1 and 3 mm mostly represent intermediately coarsened, foam-like, arrested patterns (Figure 2, row 2) ; and those with wavelengths >3 mm include those at equilibrium and the coarsest foams closer to equilibrium (Figures 1 and 2, row 3) . Therefore, these categories were a reasonable way to bin both feature size and the degree of maturation of the mechanism we describe here.
We first compared the 3-state wavelength model to the null model and found a likelihood ratio of 23.7 given five degrees of freedom for a p value << 0.01. Therefore, we reject the null hypothesis and accept the 3-state wavelength model. We next compared the 3-state wavelength model with a simpler coarse or smooth model where we restricted all rates toward larger wavelengths (coarse) to be equal to each other (Table 2; qED = qEC = qDC) and all rates toward smaller wavelengths (smooth) to be equal to each other (Table 2 ; qDE = qCE = qCD). The likelihood ratio between these two models resulted in a p value between 0.95 and 0.99 such that there was no significant difference between them. It is therefore likely to be the case that pollen evolves more rapidly from equilibrated polygonal patterns to more smooth patterns than the reverse and that any more complicated model of pattern type evolution will be over-fit. In other words, evolution seems to favor pollen that never reaches symmetric, equilibrated patterns, and foamy or 40.0My Phylogenetic tree of spermatophytes with 205 families at terminal taxa. Colored dots represent the character states of the species within each family. Each terminal taxon is labeled with up to four states. The numbered families (27 total) are those that have species that are in an equilibrium states. The families listed in black have more than one state; families listed in bold (seven of the 27) only have species that are in an equilibrium state. Bottom panel: legend for tree and description of categorization of states for two evolutionary models tested are shown. We find that the favored rates are toward not at equilibrium patterns and smaller wavelengths. The scale bar represents 40.0 million years. See also Figure S3 and Tables 2, S1, and S4.
unpatterned pollen seems favored over the more interesting-tohumans pollen with well-defined polygonal patterns.
DISCUSSION
We observe that, during pollen development, both the electron density and the spatial distribution of the primexine of devel-oping cells become inhomogeneous, separating into two distinct densities that are correlated with membrane undulations during pattern development. Further, the primexine is composed of a mixture of complexly branched polysaccharides. Therefore, the available evidence is that, during pollen development, a primexine composed of polysaccharides demixes, and this demixing, when coupled to the elastic cell membrane by the callose wall, induces a transition to a spatially modulated phase and the suite of pollen cell wall patterns observed in nature. We were able to entirely recapitulate all known sporophyte patterns using either an equilibrium free energy or one that allows for kinetic arrest. The parameters in both versions of free energy are necessarily linked to the chemical structure and mixture of the primexine in a non-arbitrary way. However, determining how the value of a given parameter of the free energy is mechanistically linked to the biochemical properties of the primexine or cell membrane system is beyond the present technical capabilities of polysaccharide analysis. About ten percent of species with described pollen exhibit patterned states that are generated by this process reaching equilibrium, at which point all cells of a particular species will have an identical pattern. The more irregular patterns or smooth surfaces observed in the remaining $90% of analyzed species are produced by arresting the dynamics of this phase-separation process before equilibrium or are at an unpatterned equilibrium state. Given the general fascination with the symmetric patterns on pollen, we were surprised to discover that this large proportion of species have arrested, unsymmetric patterns or were smooth with no pattern at all. We conclude from an evolutionary analysis that the repeatable, fully symmetric patterns consistent with chemical equilibrium during cell development certainly exist but have not arisen under strong selection. In fact, our results suggest an evolutionary bias toward the arrested, foam-like, or smooth pollen. Our theory could explain why, given the physical process involved, the foam-like or smooth pollen seem to evolve more frequently.
One physical possibility for the prevalence of arrested patterns in nature is that most cell wall materials have effective free energy parameters that barely favor phase separation of the primexine. This possibility would explain both the repeated evolution of featureless pollen and the high frequency of disordered structures, both of which could result from the slower kinetics that one would generally expect for a mixture near a phase transition, especially if the phase transition has a weakly discontinuous character. In mixtures that are secreted from the cell near such a critical point, small differences in the chemical composition of the primexine (correlated to small changes in the theoretical parameters) could induce large changes in the patterning. This possibility might lend additional credence to our physical theory as an explanation of the otherwise puzzling evolutionary trends we observe. In some regions of the phase space, small shifts in primexine composition during evolution could plausibly fundamentally alter the mature pollen pattern, leading to the relatively large shifts in the pattern in short periods of time that have demonstrably occurred in evolution. To explore this in more detail, one would have to incorporate fluctuations (thermal, chemical, etc.) into the model, because they modify the nature of the critical point by, for example, Column 1 lists specific epithets of the pollen in each SEM of Figure 1 . Columns 2 and 3 list the free energy parameters, l 0 and u, that produce the matching simulated surfaces. Column 4 shows the percent difference between the wavelength of the natural pollen and the resulting matched simulation, defined by the percent difference of the wavelength at the equator between the natural pollen ðl SEM Þ and the simulated surface ðl sim Þ. The wavelength, l, and the parameter, l 0 , are related through the radius, R, by l 0 = ð2pR=lÞ.
introducing a discontinuous character to otherwise continuous transitions and changing the precise shape of the phase diagram (Lavrentovich et al., 2016; Brazovskii, 1975) . Another possibility is that the term in the free energy that favors a particular pattern size is small in many species, yielding a disorganized, foamy coarsening with a wide distribution of domain sizes prior to equilibrium (Guttenberg et al., 2010) . Even so, the fundamental features of the phase diagram captured by our model still hold: there will still be many equilibrium phases arrived at by a coarsening phase separation over time.
We can recapitulate all equilibrium global pattern features of extant pollen patterns with a simple, two-parameter model where the primexine is modeled as a concentration field, with the detailed biochemical and structural properties of the primexine not considered. Small differences between our simulations and the SEM images (Figure 1 ) may be explained by this simplification, because it is has been shown that primexine can have a more complex structure (Hemsley and Gabarayeva, 2007) . For example, striped patterns are in general less good matches to the theory. However, the two possible chiralities of striped patterns have degenerate energy in our model; this degeneracy may be broken by higher-order chiral terms as done by Dharmavaram and colleagues, thereby biasing a single chirality (Dharmavaram et al., 2017) . These higher-order terms may also plausibly generate the more straight stripes observed in the pollen grains. Another possibility is that the striped patterns found in pollen have internal structure in the primexine that energetically disfavors the stripe bending required for the chiral stripe patterns observed in our model, such as a preferred orientation of rigid cellulose fibers along the stripes. Indeed, primexine-related materials may exhibit phases with complex, micellar molecular structure, even in vitro (Gabarayeva and Grigorjeva, 2016) . The energy associated with these facets of molecular structure would not be captured by our model, which considers molecular concentration alone.
Although we did not detect an elevated rate of evolutionary appearance of equilibrium patterns, equilibrium patterns have likely appeared from non-equilibrium ancestors many times. For example, the families Asteraceae, Sarraceniaceae, and Cactaceae all exhibit equilibrated patterns that are nested in clades in which the other families exhibit only non-equilibrated patterns. Another possible explanation for the natural prevalence of the disordered states is that in the biological system, the phase separation is typically arrested by sporopollenin deposition before it can bring the pollen grain into an equilibrium pattern. Therefore, slight shifts in the relative timing of this separate biochemical process could also lead to larger evolved shifts in the pattern. In addition, cross-linkers, such as calcium ions, are often found in plant cell walls that do not undergo demixing, and changes in relative concentrations of these factors might also contribute to the frequent formation of the more disordered patterns by arresting the underlying phase-separation dynamics.
Our theory and its realization in pollen development describe a robust mechanism for repeatedly patterning surfaces at both micron and nanometer scales. This process may also inform the development of micron-scale patterns in other taxa that have hardened extracellular matrices, such as insect cuticle and fungal spore wall (Harrison and Locke, 1998) . With a full chemical characterization of the primexine material, it would be possible to study its phase properties and their mechanistic linkage to the pattern-governing parameters in our model. Across spermatophytes, there has been no selection for symmetric pollen per se; to explore whether any physical aspects of pollen patterning have been under positive selection during shorter timescales, it would be necessary to perform a similar evolutionary analysis using a set of taxa with multiple shifts in pollination biology and pollen type. This theory also has potential utility as a classification scheme. Nearly all unique pollen patterns can be recapitulated by a set of parameters in our statement of free energy (Equation 6). It may be useful in the future to describe pollen species by these parameters because they will also ultimately map to the biochemistry and timing of pollen development.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Our plants, Passiflora incarnata, were acquired from Shady Oak Butterfly Farm, Brooker, FL. They were grown at the University of Pennsylvania Department of Biology greenhouse in soil under a 16 hour/day light cycle at a mean temperature of 77 F. Pollen grains are the male gametophytes which produce male gametes.
METHOD DETAILS Microscopy
We chose to study Passiflora incarnata development because it is a prolific vine, making all developmental stages continuously accessible. For each experiment, fresh flower buds were collected, and pollen was immediately dissected out of the developing anthers. To identify the stage of pollen development in a given anther, one anther from each flower bud was pressed between glass slides and examined with a brightfield optical microscope; only pollen in the tetrad stage was kept for further analysis.
For transmission electron microscopy (TEM), anthers were first fixed in 3% gluteraldehyde and 1% alcian blue in phosphatebuffered saline (PBS) for 24 hours (Kirkpatrick and Owen, 2013; Szirmai, 1963) , and then post-fixed in 2% osmium tetroxide for 30 minutes. Next, an ethanol dehydration series was performed, and samples were embedded in Spurr's resin. Transverse ultrathin sections of 70 nm were cut with a Diatome diamond knife on a Reichert Ultracut-S microtome. Secondary staining was done with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Sections were placed on copper mesh grids and imaged with a JEOL JEM-1010 electron microscope.
For scanning electron microscopy (SEM), we first separated the developing tetrads from their anthers and then enzymatically removed the callose walls, as described by Kirkpatrick and Owen (Kirkpatrick and Owen, 2013) . The pollen grains from a single developing flower were placed in 1mL of 0.3% w/v cellulase, pectolyase and cytohelicase, 1.5% sucrose, and 1% polyvinylpyrolidone for 2 hours (Sigma-Aldrich; Milwaukee, MI). Next, the pollen grains were fixed in 3% glutaraldehyde in PBS for 1 hour. Samples were then washed in deionized water for 5 minutes and placed in handmade Nitex bags (1 cm 2 ); the bags were then heat-sealed. The bags with the pollen samples were then submerged in PBS for five minutes, followed by an ethanol dehydration series. Samples were then critical-point dried in CO 2 in a Tousimi Autosamdri-850. The pollen grains were removed from the bags, placed onto SEM stubs and sputter coated with a $10 nm thick layer of gold-palladium using an SPI Module Sputter Coater. We prepared pollen grains at the same stages without enzymatic removal of the callose walls as a control for any unintended effects of the removal procedure. Samples were imaged using a FEI Quanta FEG 250.
Primexine composition
Pollen grains at the tetrad stage were also collected to analyze their primexine composition. We dissected pollen grains from anthers and enzymatically removed the callose walls using the method described in the section above. The whole pollen grains (without callose walls) were then frozen and shipped over dry ice to the Complex Carbohydrate Research Center at the University of Georgia for a glycosyl composition and linkages analysis. The monosaccharide composition and linkages analyses were performed by combined gas chromatography/mass spectrometry of the per-O-trimethylsilyl derivatives as described previously by Santander and colleagues (Santander et al., 2013) . Glycosyl composition analysis was performed by combined gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) of the per-O-trimethylsilyl (TMS) derivatives of the monosaccharide methyl glycosides produced from the sample by acidic methanolysis as described previously by Santander et al. (2013) .
Briefly, the samples (300 mg) were heated with methanolic HCl in a sealed screw-top glass test tube for 17 hours at 80 C. After cooling and removal of the solvent under a stream of nitrogen, the samples were treated with a mixture of methanol, pyridine, and acetic anhydride for 30 minutes. The solvents were evaporated, and the samples were derivatized with Tri-Silâ (Pierce) at 80 C for 30 minutes. GC/MS analysis of the TMS methyl glycosides was performed on an Agilent 7890A GC interfaced to a 5975C MSD, using an Supelco Equity-1 fused silica capillary column.
Statement of Free Energy of Pollen Patterns at Equilibrium
We consider the formation of the pollen surface pattern as a physical phase separation of the primexine material that is mechanically coupled to the underlying plasma membrane via enclosure in the callose wall. It should be noted that we are not modeling any detailed material properties of the primexine, but we do assume that it is able to phase separate, consistent with the extensive literature on phase behavior of mixtures of high molecular weight extracellular polysaccharides such as hemicellulose and pectin (Tolstoguzov, 2006; Agoda-Tandjawa et al., 2012; Domozych et al., 2014; MacDougall et al., 1997) . This model is described in more detail in a previous study where the effects of thermal fluctuations on patterned states were additionally considered (Lavrentovich et al., 2016) . The present work focuses on a microscopic model without these fluctuation effects in order to study the number, variety, and stability of ordered states (which is more difficult to do in the fluctuating case). We will include a brief description here for clarity. Similar models elucidating the phase behavior of multicomponent lipid vesicles have been recently done such that we are left with three dimensionless control parameters: l 0 ; u 3 R= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi Ku 4 p , and R 2 t=K. For notational simplicity, we also set u = ðu 3 R= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi Ku 4 p Þ . The ordered (patterned) states are then a linear combination of spherical harmonic basis states described by Equation (2), where c m l s are the complex variables that specify the state. The spherical harmonics account for the defects in the pattern induced by the spherical topology, as specified by the Poincaré -Brouwer theorem. We note that because we do not know the precise composition of the primexine, or the effects of the callose wall, or any additional chemistry in the space between the cell membrane and the callose wall, the parameters of our model are by necessity phenomenological. However, in principle, with a careful accounting of all the chemistry of the primexine, plasma membrane, and cell wall, it would be possible to independently measure the coefficients described above for a given species and pattern. Next, we describe our method of exploring the phase space of ordered states by finding the set of complex variables, c m l s, that describe the global minimum energy state.
Equilibrium Phase Diagram Exploration
We used two different methods to study the two physical categories of pollen global patterning. For the first physical category, in which the pattern reaches equilibrium, we used simulated annealing (SA) and gradient descent (GD) methods as outlined in Numerical Recipes (Press et al., 1986) to solve for the states which minimize the free energy in Equation (6). For simplicity and analytic tractability, we used a single-mode approximation in which we consider patterns at either 1) single l values where l = l 0 or 2) the mixing of two adjacent integer values l and l + 1 for intermediate values of l 0 between l and l + 1. Such an approximation is reasonable when the wavelength-selection term in the free energy (the term proportional to K in Equation (3)) is large and the equilibrium patterns are characterized by a single characteristic wavelength. For the second physical category in which the patterns form from arrested dynamics, we consider the dynamics of the pattern formation and the possibility that the process does not reach equilibrium before developmental arrest. In this case, we make no restriction on the number of modes and allow for patterns with a wide distribution of feature sizes, appropriate for the foamy pollen patterns observed in nature.
To study the equilibrium patterns for the first physical category, we used SA to find the global minimum energy state since this free energy (Equation (6)) may have many local minima for a single set of parameters. In this search algorithm, a Metropolis criterion is used in which lower energy states are always accepted, while higher energy states are accepted with a Boltzmann probability distribution, Pfe ÀDE=T , given a temperature-like parameter, T. The parameter T was tuned to allow the system to escape local minima. Initially, T was chosen to be large enough to allow for an exploration of the whole phase space; it was then lowered with an annealing schedule (described below) such that the system settled into its global minimum as T became small.
To determine the appropriate annealing schedule, we ran SA enough times to find consistent minimum function values for a given set of parameter values, l 0 and u. We found that an optimal annealing run started with T = 1 and an initial temperature step of DT = 0:1. Once we reached a temperature of T = DT, we decreased our step size DT by a factor of ten. We continued decreasing the temperature in these incrementally smaller amounts until the observed pattern no longer changed appreciably with further annealing.
We also used GD to test for the presence of local minima. GD is an algorithm that minimizes functions by iteratively moving in the negative direction of the function's gradient, eventually settling at a local minimum where the gradient is zero. We calculated the gradient analytically, substantially speeding up this computation.
To confirm the stability of the global minima found via both SA and GD, we diagonalized the Hessian (matrix of second derivatives) and confirmed that all eigenvalues are positive, with the exception of three zero eigenvalues corresponding to the rotations of the sphere. We then comprehensively explored the phase space using both SA and GD by systematically changing the parameter values l 0 and u, and recording the effects of those changes to the pattern on the sphere surface. To remain in the ordered state in this exploration of the patterned region of the phase space, we set ðR 2 t=KÞ = À 1, since increasing R 2 t=K would induce a transition to an unpatterned state.
Conserved dynamics model of arrested states
To study the second physical category in which the patterns form from arrested dynamics, we study the dynamics of our model, and thereby find patterns that occur prior to the equilibration of the system. We supposed that the total volume of both the condensed and dilute phases of the primexine are fixed. In this case, we would generally expect to find a dynamics that conserves the order parameter jðx;tÞ, i.e., the integral R d 2 x jðx; tÞ; remains constant in time. Such a dynamics, consistent with a free energy minimized by a spatial modulation with a characteristic wave number q 0 hð2p=lÞ, is described by
Here we have slightly modified the gradient term relative to the equation describing the equilibrium case in order to more easily integrate the equation of motion. This particular equation of motion is also called the phase-field crystal model (Elder et al., 2002) . We integrated Equation (7) using the FiPy package (Guyer et al., 2009 ), a finite volume solver. Unlike the spherical harmonic method we outlined above, this technique discretizes the sphere and does not preserve rotational symmetry. In addition, we chose a weak wavelength selection regime (i.e, allowed more states away from the characteristic wavelength to contribute to the pattern) by evolving Equation (7) on the sphere with t;u 3;4 [ K. In other words, we chose a region of parameter space where the term in the free energy that selects a particular wavelength is small. For the results presented in Figure 2 , we chose K = 1; u 3 = À 40; u 4 = 120, and a sphere radius of R = 15. Since this is a time-evolved simulation out of equilibrium, we had to choose a final time step to stop the simulation and look at the resulting pattern. For this simple model, the timescale is entirely set by the constant D, the value of which would also depend on the details of the pollen development. Without a more detailed understanding of the natural system, we have to choose a somewhat arbitrary stopping time at which the patterns we find are similar to the ones observed. We set D = 1 for simplicity. All simulations using Equation (7) had a Gaussian, random initial concentration field jðq; fÞ centered around 0 and with a variance of 0.04. The field was time-evolved until time t = 2. This particular final time chosen was long enough that the initial random pattern transitioned to a slowly-coarsening foam. We checked that this foamy pattern continued persisting at later times. The solution at time t = 2 takes about 10 minutes on a desktop computer. These foamy patterns correspond qualitatively to the observed foamy patterning of the natural pollen that we classify as ''kinetically arrested.'' We note that such foamy patterns are found over a wide range of parameter values in the weak wavelength selection regime. Indeed, we find that spherical pollen simulations behave similarly to simulations of a 2D flat geometry, in which foam states occur generically for this choice of parameters (Guttenberg et al., 2010) .
Finally, we note that both for the time-evolved simulation and the equilibrium analysis, the free energy is a coarse-grained description of the phase-separation process, and assumes that the relevant concentrations or densities of the primexine material vary slowly over the pollen grain surface (compared to the lengthscale of the molecular constituents). Such an approximation is reasonable when we are in a region of parameter space where the primexine has a weak tendency to phase separate (Taniguchi et al., 1994) , which may indeed be the case for the pollen grains as discussed in more detail in our conclusions. Any sharp density changes may require modifications to our model, as additional terms may then have to be included to faithfully represent the sharp interfaces of the free energy minima (Kawakatsu et al., 1993) .
Comparison of SEM images with simulations
After observing the behavior of our models in a systematic parameter sweep, we located matches of model outputs for a given set of parameters to the global surface features of natural pollen grains as follows (paldat.org, Figures 1 and 2) . For symmetric natural pollen consistent with an equilibrium state of our model, we first measured the l 0 values of the SEM images by counting the number of pattern units on a diameter of the pollen hemisphere surface; this value was multiplied by two to get l 0 . Next, we characterized the pollen pattern as consisting of polygonal holes, polygonal spikes, or parallel stripes to predict the value of the corresponding parameter u in our model. We used the software Mayavi (Ramachandran and Varoquaux, 2011) to observe the resulting simulated surface for these parameters. We superimposed this simulated surface on images of natural pollen by rotating the simulated surface to most closely match the natural pattern units.
To check the goodness-of-fit between model and simulation for a given set of u and l 0 , we superimposed each SEM image and its corresponding simulation so that R SEM = R simulation , and then measured the wavelengths of the SEM pattern units and those of the simulations using ImageJ (Rasband, 2018) . We characterized the match between the model parameters of a given natural pollen pattern using the percent difference between the resulting model and pollen major feature wavelength (Table 1) . A more quantitative analysis would likely require a full 3D scan of the pollen grains, which is not available.
Evolutionary trait reconstruction
To examine whether the various patterns generated by our two models of pollen development (equilibrium versus arrest) have undergone evolutionary selection, we performed an evolutionary trait reconstruction and subsequent analysis of relative rates of evolution between pattern types across spermatophytes (seed-bearing plants). We first constructed a morphological dataset for pollen surface patterns of 2,641 species representing 205 families using the palynology database PalDat (see Key Resources Table  for full list of database citations). To define a tractable dataset, we limited our morphological analysis to pollen monads, though our theory is potentially general enough to describe any cells of spherical topology.
Global pattern features include the pollen apertures, which are ultimately thin regions of the final exine material (Blackmore et al., 2007; Scott, 1994; Ariizumi and Toriyama, 2011) . In pollen grains that contain fewer than six apertures, the aperture pattern could be associated with or established by points of cellular contact between daughter cells during meiosis (Albert et al., 2010) . It is possible to identify apertures arising via this mechanism since they are established by the typically tetragonal arrangement of daughter cells inside the callose wall. We therefore treated cells with apertures correlated to meiotic geometry as a superposition of two sources of global pattern, one arising from the cell position in the tetrad after meiosis and the second arising after from the phase separation of the primexine and coupling to the cell membrane. In some cases, apertures could arise solely from the phase-separation-mediated patterning mechanism we describe.
We excluded from our analysis any surface features that demonstrably arise after the dissolution of the callose wall. In these cases, we ignore the post-callose-wall features and analyze the pollen grain as if it did not have them. For example, we treated all but one of the families with echinate pollen, whose spines come from fatty acid deposition after callose wall dissolution (Weber et al., 1998) , as though the spines were absent. Asteraceae is the only family with echinate pollen whose spines are correlated to plasma membrane undulations during development, so Asteraceae pollen spines are not ignored in our analysis (Takahashi, 1989b) . Evidence of membrane undulations during development was culled from a comprehensive review of the literature (Table S3 ).
We first separated all relevant PalDat SEM images into one of two categories: final pattern is an equilibrium state (i.e., corresponded to an energy minimum from our theory, Figure 1 ) and final pattern is not at an equilibrium state (i.e., the observed pattern was either smooth or irregular, consistent with the non-equilibrium version of the theory, Figure 2 ). We then measured pollen pattern wavelengths manually using ImageJ (Rasband, 2018) . We observed that all families with patterns in an equilibrium state also had wavelengths > 3 mm, except for some species in the family Amaranthaceae, which had wavelengths of 1-3 mm. Conversely, patterns not at equilibrium could be identified because they do not have a single characteristic wavelength but exhibit a range of wavelengths. We further sorted the observed non-equilibrium pollen patterns into three bins, organized by their average pattern wavelength value: l < 1 mm, 1 < l < 3 mm, and l > 3 mm. The standard deviation of the wavelengths on each pollen grain was small; the range of wavelengths on one pollen grain was within the range of the bin. Thus, we had four categories to describe pollen from a given family: (1) pattern at equilibrium, l > 3 mm (2) pattern not at equilibrium, l < 1 mm, (3) pattern not at equilibrium, 1 < l < 3 mm, (4) pattern not at equilibrium, l > 3 mm. The smallest wavelength category (l < 1 mm) includes smooth-surfaced pollen.
We used a time-calibrated family-level phylogenetic tree of spermatophytes (Harris and Davies, 2016) identified in the integrated Tree of Life (iToL) database (Hinchliff et al., 2015) to estimate the evolutionary history of these pollen pattern categories. We assigned states to the terminal nodes representing spermatophyte families according to the pattern categories described above; the number of states present in a single family ranged from one to the maximum of four. The Nexus file describing this tree and a fully detailed tree figure are available in the supplemental data.
We used ancestral reconstruction, as implemented in BayesTraits (Pagel and Meade, 2006) , to study the character evolution of patterned states. We used a maximum likelihood algorithm and the multistate model of evolution (Pagel, 1999) . We first tested the hypothesis that there is directional evolution either to or from pollen patterns at equilibrium to those that are not at equilibrium. To do this, we defined state A to be category (1), or ''at equilibrium'' and state B as categories (2)-(4), or ''not at equilibrium.'' This model is called the ''two-state equilibrium model.' ' We also tested whether there was directional selection for larger pattern wavelengths and therefore more distinctly patterned, polygonal pollen over evolutionary time. For this test, we defined three states (states C, D, and E), one for each of the three wavelength categories as described above. State C included categories (1) and (2) for all patterns with l > 3 mm. State D included all patterns in category (3) not at equilibrium patterns, 1 < l < 3 mm. State E included all patterns in category (4) not at equilibrium patterns, l < 1 mm. This model is called the ''three-state wavelength model.''
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
All source data of this work are available at https://github.com/asjaradja/PollenPhaseTransitionPaper
The ''PhaseDiagramCalculations'' directory contains all of the code used to find the equilibrium and kinetically arrested patterns. The ''TraitReconstruction'' directory contains the nexus file used to generate Figures 5 and S3 , and all files needed to do the ancestral trait reconstruction for Tables 2 and S4. More information can be found in the README file.
